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SUMMARY
This thesis focuses on a thermal performance indicator, sky view factor (SVF) in an
urban design scenario. The relationship between SVF and outdoor thermal
performance and the meaning of SVF for urban design are recognised through review
of literatures, which renders the importance of SVF as an indicator for urban geometry
evaluation. Although there are many potential implications of SVF for urban design,
both the lack of simple computation tool and the lack of knowledge of SVF
characteristics encumber further application in design process. 
The preceding algorithms of SVF are reviewed and criticised and a proper solution is
developed in GIS platform. A customised tool SVF Extension for ArcGIS is
developed and utilised based on the algorithm.
SVF is employed as a key indicator of thermal performance in urban environment.
Response of SVF to 3-D geometric differentiation is studied through case studies on
archetypal spatial configurations and design proposal alternations. Studies on the
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 a unit building thickness in archetypal models (dimensionless)
 h height of storeys (m)
 H building height (m)
 H0 building height of object building as original proposal (m)
 k(x, y) sensitivity of variable x in response to change of variable y (dimensionless)
 n number of storeys (dimensionless)
 s scale of unit cell size in archetypal models (m)
 W building thickness in archetypal models (m)
 μ(x, y) coefficient of variation of sensitivity (CVS) based on k(x, y) (dimensionless)
 γh relative building height (dimensionless)
 γb relative building coverage ratio (dimensionless)
 γp relative plot ratio (dimensionless)
 ρb building coverage ratio (dimensionless)
 (ρb)0 building coverage ratio of object building as original proposal (dimensionless)
 ρp plot ratio (dimensionless)
 (ρp)0 plot ratio of object building as original proposal (dimensionless)
 σ(ψ) standard deviation of ψ (dimensionless)
 ψ SVF (dimensionless)
ψ mean SVF of open space in study area (dimensionless)
 ψe mean of ψ at effective observer points (dimensionless)
 ω Width-to-Height (W-H) ratio in open space (dimensionless) 
 η SVF impact index
* Only symbols used as same meaning throughout all chapters are listed.
CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background and motivation
Design with climatic concerns is necessary in many design areas including
architecture, urban design and urban planning; especially for cities located in tropical
and frigid zones. Researchers and practitioners in urban design area start to
acknowledge the importance of considering urban climate in urban form analysis and
design processes. In Lynch (1981)'s discussion on five performance dimensions of a
good city form, he emphasised that the quality of outdoor micro-climates such as solar
access should be considered to be as important as indoor micro-climates.
However, understanding and applying climatology knowledge in design practice is
usually difficult for urban designers. Eliasson (2000) observed the difficulties in
implementing climate knowledge into urban planning and design and ascribed this
problem to the barrier between urban planning/design and climatology, in terms of
“conceptual and knowledge based, technical, policy, organisational and the market”
aspects. The same author argued that better tools and models are desired to serve as
interface between the two areas. Oke (1984, 1986) also emphasised the importance of
developing better empirical models, which he believed could foretell the climatic
impact of urban design alternatives and enrich application in the design process of the
physical environment.
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In order to support climatic sound design, researchers and software developers are
providing computer-based solutions. Many of them are built to evaluate multiple
aspects of environmental performance for design models with energy simulations.
They are mostly used for indoor environment as well as some simple outdoor
environments. Software of this kind, such as ENVI-MET and ECOTECT, is able to
evaluate many aspects of environmental performance, including solar access, human
comfort, thermal performance, passive system, etc. However, operation in these
packages require users to understand many abstruse terms and theories which are
difficult for most designers. Therefore, they are usually more suitable for professional
service providers rather than average designers who do not have enough professional
knowledge in these areas. They also do not provide easy interaction between the
evaluation process and design process.
This brought me to the question: “Is there a solution to support designers with simple
and scientific evaluation seamlessly in their design process?” The answer should lie in
the common interface between climatology (or urban climatology) and urban design.
Urban geometry is a key factor of climatic performance of urban form (Adolphe
2001a, 2001b) and at the same time the end product of urban design practices. Urban
geometry might be the key to this question since it serves as interface between
climatology and urban design.
Adolphe (2001a, 2001b) argued that urban geometry is model-able through certain
geometric parameters with climate meanings, and a geometry-based model could be
applied in urban design evaluation. 3-D urban geometry can be parametrised into
some specific indicators and models, which enables measurement of its climatic
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performance. Some geometric parameters, and models composed of geometric
parameters have been developed to link thermal climatic performance with urban
geometry, e.g., the models developed in Adolphe (2001a), Burian et al. (2002), Ratti
et al. (2003), Swaid and Hoffman (1990), and Shashua-Bar and Hoffman (2003).
However, current solutions have two major deficiencies: although many possibilities
have been explored, no practical mechanism for design implication or interaction has
been discussed. A more design-oriented study is needed.
1.2 Hypothesis and objectives
This study aims to explore a feasible method to support urban design with thermal
performance (a main aspect of climatic performance) evaluation using a simple
geometry parameter––sky view factor (SVF) in geographic information system (GIS);
and explore a simple interaction between the design process and the evaluation
process. The hypothesis is: as an indicator correlated to thermal performance1, SVF
has the potential to be a key indicator for urban design support, and a feasible
interaction between design evaluation and design process can be established through
SVF.
The following research questions are derived from this hypothesis:
1) Why SVF is chosen for this research?
2) How to compute SVF in GIS?
3) How is SVF influenced by urban geometry?
4) How does SVF interact with geometry?
5) How to control or optimise urban geometry to achieve a certain SVF level?
1 Thermal performance related to SVF includes surface temperature, air temperature, etc.
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6) How to support urban design process interactively using SVF?
1.3 Methodology
The dissertation is presented in four chapters, exclusive of Chapter One
“Introduction” and Chapter Six “Conclusions and discussions”.
Chapter Two aims to answer the question: “Why SVF is chosen for this research?”
The meanings of SVF are reviewed, and both its importance for thermal performance
evaluation and other relevant implications are discussed.
Chapter Three aims to answer the question: “How to compute SVF in GIS?”
Preceding algorithms and methods are reviewed and criticised and a solution on GIS
platform is developed and its algorithm is explained.
Chapter Four aims to answer the question: “How is SVF influenced by urban
geometry?” and tries to explore the response pattern of SVF to 3-D urban geometric
differentiation. Both the mathematical analysis and case studies on archetypal
geometry and urban design proposals are conducted to study its response pattern, and
sensitivity analysis of SVF with two descriptive parameters––building coverage ratio,
and building height––are conducted.  The relationship between SVF and urban density
(plot ratio) has also been discussed based on these case studies.
Chapter Five aims to answer the question: “How does SVF interact with geometry?”,
and “How to control or optimise urban geometry to achieve a certain SVF level?” It
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looks into the mechanism of interaction between SVF evaluation and 3-D urban
geometry control. It also tries to answer the last question: “How to support urban
design process interactively using SVF?” with a primitive discussion on implications
on design process.
CHAPTER 2 SKY VIEW FACTOR AND ITS MEANINGS
2.1 Introduction
There is an increasing public interest in the climatic quality of urban open space which
has a dominant effect on outdoor comfort. The importance of urban climatic quality
has impelled many research efforts exploring the nature of urban climate and methods
to modify urban climate.
It is commonly acknowledged that urban development is one of the most dominant
factors defining the nature of urban climate. The climatic impact of spatial distribution
of urban density, in various spatial scales, has gained many interests from urban
climatology field. Geometrical parameters have been used to evaluate climatic
performance, either as individual indicators or as components of simulation or
prediction models. However, complexity and inefficiency of many geometrical
parameters as such encumber implementations in urban design area, both for design
evaluation and for performance guidelines. Sky view factor (SVF), a simple and
efficient climatic indicator purely defined by urban geometry, is found to have the
potential to be practically useful in supporting urban design.
The meaning of SVF, both its climatic bearing and other potential implication for
urban design, is extensively discussed in this chapter. An in-depth review of the
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relationship between SVF and thermal performance of urban settings in various spatial
scales will give us a solid background for further research.
2.2 Definition of sky view factor
Sky view factor, or SVF, is an established parameter in climatology field. SVF is a
result of dimensionless parametrisation of the quantity of visible sky at a location. The
definition is, the proportion of the sky that is visible from a given observer point
(usually placed on the ground level in open space) (Oke, 1987). In more detail, SVF
can be obtained by computing the fraction between the spherical area projected from
visible sky to the reference hemisphere centred at the observer’s location and the full
area of hemisphere.1
As a value between zero and one, SVF increases when more sky opening is observed
from the observer point, vice versa. SVF approaches unity (one) in perfectly flat and
open terrain, whereas a totally enclosed place leads SVF to zero.
2.3 Meanings for radiation exchange
The concept of SVF was originally introduced in heat transfer literature to model the
radiative exchange between surfaces. Therefore, it is necessary to look at the physics
behind the relationship between urban canyon geometry and thermal performance,
which includes two major processes:
1 SVF can also be computed using another interpretation, the fraction of solid angle from visible sky
to the observer point and the solid angle of hemisphere (see chapter 3.4.2 on page 35).
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1) The reduction of long-wave radiation from the urban canyons. In the energy
exchange process between the earth and its ambient environment, the sky
receives the long-wave radiation from earth surface, which constitutes a main
source of the radiation loss of the earth. SVF, as a proportion of visible sky
area, indicates the total quantity of long-wave radiation released to the cold sky
hemisphere at a location, which is often trapped by warm surfaces of
surrounding buildings in urban environment. In other words, SVF measures
the efficiency of the urban radiation loss process. In the absence of clouds, the
higher SVF value implies lower radiation loss and higher heat retention, while
lower SVF value implies higher radiation loss and lower heat retention. The
impact of SVF is particularly apparent with respect to nocturnal cooling rates,
where long-wave radiation becomes a major agent in urban heat exchange
process.
2) The increase of short-wave absorption due to decrease of effective albedo in
the system, which is caused by multiple reflections by urban canyon surfaces.
In more detail, when solar radiation (short-wave) falls on the urban façades
rather than flat ground surfaces, the reflected radiation will turn to the canyon
surface again, and therefore a sequence of multiple reflections will occur,
which increases the total amount of solar radiation absorbed (Givoni, 1998)
(see Figure 2.1).
These two processes are the basic driving forces of urban thermal environment, and
both processes are well related to SVF.
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2.4 Correlation between sky view factor and thermal performance
The impact of urban canyon geometry, on radiation exchange directly related to SVF,
builds strong correlation between SVF and thermal performance in urban environment
at various scales.
2.4.1 Macro-scale
The effect in long-wave radiation loss caused by SVF is considered to be a major
component of the urban heat island (UHI) phenomenon (Oke et al., 1991).
UHI, refers to the phenomenon of higher air temperatures in built areas as compared
to the air temperatures in the surrounding rural country (see Figure 2.2)2. Scale and
density of urban development have tremendous impact on UHI.3
2 Urban heat island was first observed and described by Luke Howard (1833) in his book The
Climate of London.
3 UHI intensity (maximum urban/rural temperature difference) has been found >Continued on Page 10
Figure 2.1 Schematic distribution of solar radiation in open flat country (top), built-up area with
height-to-width ratio of about 1 (middle) and high-density urban area with height-to-width ratio of
about 4 (bottom); from Givoni (1998)
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Though accepting that urban heat island results from more than just urban canyon
geometry4, Oke (1979) found that UHI of the order of 3-8ºC is possible as a direct
result of SVF. Similarly, Oke et al. (1991) employed a surface heat island model to
isolate the impact of SVF and showed that urban geometry alone can account for a
difference of 5-7ºC.
Through a cross-city comparison, Oke (1987) also found that the maximum heat
island intensity (ΔTu-r(max), the difference between the peak urban air temperature and
background rural air temperature) is a function of the mean SVF over a large urban
area ( ψ ):
ΔT u−r max =15.27−13.88ψ . Equation (2.1)
to be linearly scaled with the logarithms of city population, in Europe, North America as well as
Australia (Oke, 1973; Torok et al., 2001). (Oke, 1973; Torok et al., 2001).
4 According to Oke (1979), other factors include the thermal properties of building materials,
anthropogenic heat release, urban greenhouse effect, reduction of evaporating surfaces, reduced
turbulent transfer of heat, etc.
Figure 2.2 Cross-section of a typical heat island (after Oke, 1987)
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2.4.2 Micro and Meso-scales
Besides macro-scale phenomenon like UHI, SVF also has impacts on micro or meso-
scale thermal performance, which is more relevant to urban design.
There may be a broad temperature change from urban centre to rural area, but this
hides the thermal detail to be seen. The temperature difference caused by UHI is not
constant due to variations in time and space: the temporal difference of UHI,
including diurnal and seasonal variations, has been discussed in many previous
researches (Oke, 1987; Chandler, 1968; Chandler et al., 1976; Santamouris, 1997);
Researchers also found that spatial differences of heat islands exist across a city and
their profile, as described by Oke (1987)'s conceptual diagram (see Figure 2.2).
In reality, this simple conceptual visualization of a sea of cooler isotherms encircling a
warmer urban centre belies the reality that temperature “anomalies” are usually short-
range and short-term. In fact, although there is a peak temperature effect at the centre
of a city, this is to a large extent the result of numerous small pockets of temperature
anomaly. An urban environment is more usually made up of a patchwork of micro-
climates with pockets of warmer areas scattered across it (Unwin, 1980).
The location of the peak temperature of a heat island on average is likely to be at the
urban core. However, research shows that there are examples of shifted peak location
due to the wind direction, urban settings and vegetation. In some cases there may be
even more than one recognisable peak (see Figure 2.3).
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Unequal development in urban area may be a main factor contributing to the said
“abnormal” phenomena of UHI. Based on a historical review on UHI intensity of
Vienna during a long period of zero population growth, Böhm (1998) argued that
detailed characteristics of urban development are more related to urban temperature
change. It has been found that characteristics of urban layout have a great impact on
the intensity and distribution of temperature differences.5 From high resolution
satellite imagery, a comparison between satellite thermal band image and visible-light
image also implies a strong correlation between the thermal performance and urban
layout (see Figure 2.4).
As a geometrical parameter of urban form, SVF has been found to be strongly
correlated to surface temperature pattern at local scale (Bärring et al., 1985; Eliasson,
1990), and thus also has certain impact on near ground air temperature.
5 Other factors such as vegetation, albedo, and anthropogenic heat, etc., also have impact on
distribution of temperature differences.
Figure 2.3 Satellite image of multinodal heat island in Atlanta, GA. Darker tones denote higher
temperature (Source: American Forests, 1996)
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Although the correlation between SVF and local surface temperature is obvious, little
evidence shows strong relationship between SVF and air temperature. The factors
contributing to air temperature variations are more complicated, and the movement
(advection) of air masses has been found more important for air temperature. Spatial
variation of air temperature is considerably smaller than that of surface temperature
(Eliasson, 1992, 1996; Lindberg, 2002), which also encumbers research on its spatial
variation patterns.
Though direct link between SVF and air temperature can hardly be established,
through computer simulation, Steemers et al. (2004) found that SVF (ψ) is strongly
correlated with (air) temperature swing (Tswing) (difference between highest and lowest
temperatures in the same location during a period of time) at local scale, expressed as
Figure 2.4 Satellite image of urban heat island (Baton Rouge, LA, USA). Left: visible-light image.
Right: Thermal band image.
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T swing=ln 1ψ /0.02/0.35 , Equation (2.2)
The relevance of SVF to thermal performance especially at micro and meso-scales
provides a solid background for further discussions on the employment of SVF in
urban design decision making in this study.
2.4.3 Sky view factor and thermal performance evaluation
In terms of thermal performance of urban space, how “good” is it to have a higher
SVF value? Is there an optimum value for it? Is there an index of optimum SVF value
for cities in different climate types?
These questions pose another question: How “good” or how “bad” is it to have a UHI?
There seems to be no “correct” answer for this question, since different climates
generate different preference on UHI.
Cities in mid- and high-latitude regions, find a warmer urban environment beneficial
in energy saving and human comfort, and therefore find UHI beneficial, thus requiring
a lower SVF. Oke (1988) suggested for mid-latitude cities with no overheating
problems the acceptable range of Height-to-Width (H/W) ratio of the urban canyon
would be 0.4~0.6, which corresponds to a range of SVF of 0.78~0.64.6
Appreciation of UHI and effect of SVF in hot climates are more complicated.
Minimising the UHI suggests higher SVF and therefore, a more scattered urban form,
6 If H/W ratio of an infinite canyon is λ, SVF (ψ) in the centre of the canyon on the ground level can
be expressed as: ψ=0.5 / λ20.52  (after Oke 1988).
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while demand for increased solar shadings suggests lower SVF and therefore, a more
compact urban form, which is often observed in vernacular architecture in hot arid
regions. With quantitative descriptions of these two conflicting aspects and energy
exchange simulation, recent studies have justified the adoption of compact urban form
in hot arid climates (Pearlmutter, 1998; Pearlmutter et al., 1999).
Appreciation of UHI is also dependent on perception of comfort, and thermal comfort
is always related to social and cultural perceptions. “Social customs often involve a
thermal aspect.” (Heschong, 1979, p. 31) The complexity of relation between human
perception and thermal comfort in urban spaces has been discussed by Nikolopoulou
et al. (2001).“Clearly a purely physiological approach is inadequate in characterising
thermal comfort conditions in outdoor spaces.” (Nikolopoulou et al., 2001, p.235)
We may conclude that since the appraisal of UHI and thermal performance is
dependent not only on the local climate but on social and cultural appreciations,
appraisal of SVF has to be done on a case-by-case basis. There are no generic solution
by which one can claim that a certain range of SVF value is preferable in any city and
any location in a city.
2.5 Other meanings of sky view factors
Besides the relationship with thermal performance, SVF has further meanings.
“...it is proportional to the amount of light that would fall on a city under a uniform
sky––i.e. a sky that has the same radiance in all directions.” (Ratti, 2001, p.121) It is
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obvious that higher SVF value implies more exposure to the sky, therefore more
daylight accepted; vice versa. Therefore, SVF can be considered as a preliminary
indicator of urban daylight conditions. For urban design, daylight both in the open
space and on building façades is important.
1) Daylight inside the building. SVF inside the building equals to the concept of
the sky component or daylight factor7, which is used by architects. (Baker et
al., 1993; Ratti, 2001) This is important to evaluate the passive illumination
efficiency of building design.
2) Daylight on buildings façades. Vertical distribution of SVF on the façades are
important to evaluate the passive illumination efficiency permitted by the
building design (including design of windows and in-door configurations).
SVF on façades at different heights can be computed by placing observer
points at different heights rather than on the ground.
3) Daylight in open space (including streets). Similar to the scenario inside the
building and on the façades, SVF condition in open space implies the passive
illumination efficiency of urban form. The portions which are easiest to be
naturally lit and the portions which are more likely to be darker can be
detected using a SVF contour map.
SVF can be a precise estimate of daylight if we take the assumption that the sky has a
uniform luminance, which is of course not realistic. Sky is usually brighter at the
zenith than near the horizon and condition of clouds may also generate obstructions
7 Daylight factor is the ratio of illuminance at a point on a given plane due to light received directly or
indirectly from a sky of known or assumed luminance distribution, to illuminance on a horizontal
plane due to an unobstructed hemisphere of sky. Daylight factor estimation is usually based on CIE
standard overcast sky which is slightly different from uniform sky assumed here. (Tregenza &
Sharples, 1995)
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which are even more difficult to model. However, as a simplified daylight indicator,
SVF can be used for primitive daylight evaluation.
The capability of daylight estimation also implies the possibility of using SVF to
measure photovoltaic (PV) capacity of urban mass (Smith, 2003). Both roof and
façade PV capacity distribution can be assessed through SVF evaluation on roof
surfaces and façades. However, the limitations restricting daylight evaluation directly
from SVF also applies to PV evaluation, and solar accessibility must be included to
get a more accurate estimation.
Sense of openness can also be derived from SVF (Teller, 2003). Nevertheless, such a
direct link between sense of openness and SVF should not be exaggerated since it is
built on the assumption that the impact of visual elements from different angle is
homogeneous in human perception, which is obviously over-simplistic.
Although the above applications are not the focus of this research and linkages from
SVF to these implications themselves still demand more research, these meanings
could at least render SVF more important for urban design and therefore, give more
value to the analysis in the later parts of this thesis.
2.6 Limitations and applicable scope
Limitations of using SVF to evaluate thermal performance of urban geometry can be
identified from many aspects:
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1) Although it is considered well correlated with surface temperature in the night
time, a simple parametrisation like SVF is insufficient to describe the effect of
canyon geometry on surface temperature, especially for the daytime radiation
exchange, where direct solar radiation is a more important factor.
2) Surface temperature is not the only factor of thermal performance. Other
factors, such as air temperature, wind velocity, humidity, must be considered if
a comprehensive assessment of urban environment is in demand.
3) SVF ignores the difference of luminance level of the sky and the effects of
clouds as the whole sky is assumed to be of uniform luminance.
Therefore, it is inappropriate for SVF comparison in terms of climatic performance
among different regions or cities where many local climate factors are different, such
as ambient air temperature, average wind velocity, solar angle and strength, cloud
conditions, etc. Such differences even exist among adjacent districts in a city. These
limitations imply that SVF comparison is only valid for locations under a similar local
condition where these said biases are controlled to an acceptable level. Therefore, in
order to minimise the biases it is suggested to study within a limited study area rather
than conduct cross comparisons among different regions or cities. 
The simplification of SVF also impede it to be a comprehensive solution of thermal
performance evaluation, although experiments in any further studies could benefit
from its simple definition and algorithm.
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2.7 Conclusions
This chapter answers a key question: “Why SVF is chosen for this research?” The
answer for this question can be summarised as follows:
1) SVF is a suitable indicator for thermal performance of urban geometry,
especially for surface temperature;
2) SVF has other implications such as daylight, PV capacity, sense of openness,
which are also of urban designers' interest;
3) SVF, by definition, is a purely geometrical parameter, which means only
geometrical information is needed for SVF evaluation without any more input
of local climatic data. This enables the study on the SVF-geometry interaction
without considering other factors. This also make it possible to focus more on
SVF-geometry interaction rather than discussions on climatic biases;
4) The concept of SVF promises that every observer point in urban area has a
specific value of SVF, while other parameters like roughness length or density
of surface only produce an overall value over the whole area. This
characteristic allows SVF (1) to be analysed on a site of any scale where the
scale does not influence the accuracy of SVF, and (2) to be plotted spatially on
a map for qualitative analysis. These capabilities enable potential applications
in urban design processes.
In the end, we conclude that SVF is a suitable indicator for thermal performance
evaluation on urban geometry, and it has broad implications for urban design. It is
suitable to be used as an experimental single-factor model for thermal performance
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evaluation.
CHAPTER 3 COMPUTING SKY VIEW FACTOR
3.1 Introduction
In order to measure SVF level with certain urban geometry (either existing sites or
proposals), an operational computer-aided tool is required.
In this chapter, the preceding approaches of SVF computation are reviewed. Since
there are many prevailing software capable (or claimed to be capable) to perform SVF
computation, we focus more on different algorithms rather than individual software.
Four approaches that are currently available are assessed and criticised. A better
algorithm is proposed and a new tool called SVF extension of ArcGIS is developed on
GIS platform based on our algorithm. Both advantages and limitations of our
approach are discussed as well.
3.2 Existing methods of computation
There are many methods to compute local SVF values, including simplified method
using street canyon ideal geometry, imagery-based methods and digital-model-based
methods.
During the 1980’s, SVF data were mostly based on the ideal geometrical modelling of
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canyons, e.g., Johnson and Watson (1984). Such rapid method of SVF appraisal is
based on the assumption that street canyon is in “ideal” canyon geometry which is
always an infinite straight canyon (see Figure 3.1). Here, SVF can be expressed in the
form
ψ=cosβ , Equation (3.1)
where β is the highest elevation angle from the centre of the canyon to the surrounding
buildings. This assumption underestimates the complexity and heterogeneity of urban
geometry. Therefore, it is only valid for large scale urban models where most of urban
heterogeneity is ignored.
For more accurate results, Steyn (1980) developed a method where SVF is calculated
from individual fish-eye imagery. Figure 3.2 shows an example of a fish-eye image
showing the local horizon 360° around the observer point. An image is divided into
sky and non-sky pixels and ratio of the sky pixels to the total pixel number gives the
SVF. Steyn et al. (1986) improved this method using continuous images stored in
video camera. Image processing method is time-consuming. However, faster methods
have been developed based on similar principles. The theoretical background and
program code (in FORTRAN 77) for imagery processing method was presented by
Johnson (1990). Holmer et al. (2001) used a commercial software IDRISI (Clark
University, 1999) and infra-red images to calculate SVF, which gives the potential to
Figure 3.1 “Ideal” canyon geometry model for SVF estimation (after Oke, 1987)
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increase the number of sample images taken from the field with minimised manual
intervention.
However, imagery-based methods are only feasible when the study environment is an
existing site or at least a costly feasible model where fish-eye lens can record images
from physical environment. Therefore, with imagery-based methods, evaluation on
design or planning proposals is almost impossible if an accurate physical model is not
ready. 
3.3 Review and critique on preceding algorithms
Recently, computer based methods have been developed for evaluation on digital
Figure 3.2 Example of fish-eye and ordinary photographs (source: (Svensson & Eliasson, 2002)
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models. These methods are still under development and flaws and limitations are
found in prevailing methods. Teller and Azar (2001) and Rodrigues et al. (2004) use
different projection method to estimate SVF but flaws are found in both of their
algorithms. Ratti (2001) developed a shadow overlapping method to estimate SVF in
MatLab. However, a flaw in his algorithm leads to a considerable bias in SVF result.
Luminance simulation method used in energy simulation software is also reviewed
and their suitability for design scenario is doubted. We will discuss these algorithms
and their flaws below.
3.3.1 Plane projection methods
Both Teller and Azar (2001) and Rodrigues et al. (2004) used projection methods but
in different ways.
Teller and Azar (2001) used a double projection method (spherical projection and
orthogonal projection) to estimate SVF and applied this algorithm into their software
Townscope II. As shown in Figure 3.3, firstly the visible sky portion S is projected on
the reference hemisphere centred at the observer point, then the spherical surface S1 is
orthogonally projected on the ground plane as S2. The area ratio between S2 and the
whole great circle is deemed as SVF.
In order to test this algorithm, we can simply take an infinitive small piece of visible
sky so that its projection S1 is small enough to be deemed as a flat surface. Given the
area of S1 is dw, with a simple trigonometry calculation, we can have the area of its
orthogonal projection (S2): dw·sinβ, where β is the elevation angle of S1. Therefore,
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where r is the radius of the hemisphere. However, this is obviously not equal to the








=2 sinβ−1 , Equation (3.4)
which shows that σ changes when β changes. Since sinβ∈[0,1] , δ∈[−1,1] .
Therefore, Teller and Azar's method is not accurate enough.
Compared to Teller and Azar's model, Rodrigues et al.1 (2004)'s method avoids the
projection bias using projection referencing method.
1 This algorithm is applied to 3DSkyView Extension for ArcView GIS 3.2 by the same authors.
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After a point is projected on the reference hemisphere surface, the second projection is
made with the help of a Nadir vanishing point N (see Figure 3.3), which is different
from orthogonal projection. For every observer point, two projections have to be
produced: one is the projection from surrounding built elements, the other is the
projection from “a net point of the whole sky stereonet” (Rodrigues et al., 2004,
p.330). This “whole sky stereonet” is plotted to divide the hemisphere
homogeneously. Therefore, through a comparison between these two projections on
the same reference circle, the ratio between the visible “stereonet” points and the total
number of “stereonet” points can be deemed as SVF.
The above method is correct only if the “stereonet” is plotted correctly, i.e., each “net
point” can represent same surface area on the reference hemisphere. However, in this
“stereonet”, points are plotted on the reference hemisphere (radius as r0) with equal
interval of the elevation angle and azimuthal angle (see Figure 3.5), where each cell of
the spherical surface is defined by user-input elevation angle interval (Δβ) and
azimuthal angle interval (Δα). Here, the surface area of a cell defined by elevation
angle from β1 to β2 (β1>β2, β1-β2=Δβ) and azimuth from α1 and α2 (α1>α2, α1-α2=Δα)
should be





2 Δα⋅Δsinβ , Equation (3.5)
where Δsinβ is subject to change while β1 changes. Therefore the cells defined by
equal interval of elevation angle but azimuthal angles are not equal at different









π , Equation (3.6)
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Figure 3.5 Stereonet ( Left: the whole sky stereonet projected on the reference circle (after the original






Figure 3.6 β1-σ plot when Δβ at different values (for Rodrigues et al., 2004)









Figure 3.4 Illustration of SVF algorithm in Rodrigues et al., 2004. (Left: double projections; Right:
projection of built elements) (after the original illustrations)
N
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and the bias can be expressed as
σ=










From β1 -σ plot when Δβ is at different value, we can understand that σ is always
significant even when a very dense “stereonet” is plotted. Hence, we can conclude that
Rodrigues et al.'s method is not propriate for SVF computation.
3.3.2 Random shadow casting method
Ratti (2001) used Matlab to compute SVF from any urban geometry represented in a
digital elevation model (DEM). Since the algorithm of his method has not been
explained in detail, we have to read his Matlab code in order to understand his
algorithm.
The theory of his algorithm is: Set the sunlight direction coming from any possible
angle (considering both azimuthal angle and elevation angle), and cast a shadow to the
DEM, and therefore get Boolean data L for every cell of the DEM (0 represent
illuminated, 1 represent unilluminated). After getting enough number (Nray) of shadow
data for the same site with different randomly generated sunlight angle, the overlap of
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This algorithm for producing SVF from the overlap of shadow data is valid only when
the sampling rays are uniformly distributed and each ray corresponds to a same
spherical surface area in a unit hemisphere centred at observer point. The algorithm




% uniform distribution on points on a circle
azimuth=rand * 360;
radius=sqrt(rand);
% altitude is calculated by projecting on a 
sphere of unit radius
altitude=acos(radius);
altitude=altitude * 180/pi








The basic framework of this part of code can be translated to mathematical language:
Generate a random variable rand1, which belongs to (0,1), then from rand1 get
another variable azimuth (representing azimuthal angle) by
azimuth=rand1⋅2 π , Equation (3.9)
which defines azimuth as a random variable within (0, 360). Then, set another random
variable rand2 to be another value within (0,1), and then from rand2 get another
variable radius by
radius=rand2 . Equation (3.10)
Next, get altitude (representing elevation angle) by
altitude=arccos radius  . Equation (3.11)
Therefore,
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altitude=arccosrand2 . Equation (3.12)
From the results of azimuth and altitude, which are used as parameter for ray
direction, get the shadow casting image of the site (taking the ray direction as
direction of sun light). The above loop is repeated for 1000 times to get 1000
randomly generated rays, which are assumed to be a uniform distribution.
However, bias has been found in this distribution of rays even when the distribution of
rand1 and rand2 is perfectly uniform within (0,1), which means when rand1 or rand2
is generated Nray times, we always have
{rand1}={rand2 }={0.5N ray , 1.5N ray , ... , N ray−0.5N ray } . Equation (3.13)
Suppose there is a unit hemisphere located at observer point (see Figure 3.7). Draw a
spherical section on its surface with azimuthal angle from α1 to α2 (α1-α2=Δα),
elevation angle from β1 to β2 (β1-β2=Δβ). From Equation (3.5), we have the spherical
surface area of this section in the form
S α1 , α2 , β1 , β2=Δα⋅Δsinβ , Equation (3.14)
where one should note that Δsinβ and sinΔβ are not equal. Therefore, wherever the
section is located, as long as Δα and Δsinβ keep constant, its surface area will not
change. If the algorithm described above is valid, any spherical section with same Δα
and Δsinβ should have the same probability to receive rays while rand1 and rand2
changes. This probability can be expressed as:
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Pr=Pr [α1azimuthα2∧β1altitudeβ2]
=Pr α1azimuthα2⋅Pr β1altitudeβ2
























⋅[cos arcsin2sinβ1−Δsinβ −cos β1
2] .
Equation (3.16)
This shows Pr changes while β1 changes. A β1-Pr plot (see Figure 3.8)can be
generated from Equation (3.16), which shows the probability to receive rays for
spherical sectors with same surface area increases while altitude increases, while it
was expected to be constant if the algorithm was right. 
In an ideal scenario, when the probability to receive rays for spherical sectors with









⋅Δsinβ . Equation (3.17)











From the β1-σ plot (see Figure 3.9), we find the bias of this algorithm is significant
especially for higher elevations and this bias cannot be reduced even if a larger
number of rays are implemented. Hence, we conclude that Ratti (2001)'s algorithm is
not appropriate.
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Figure 3.9 β1-σ plot when Δsinβ is at different value (for Ratti, 2001)
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3.3.3 Luminance simulation method
Luminance simulation method for SVF is actually derived from daylight factor
algorithm, which uses enumerative algorithm to compute the ratio of the luminance
amount with obstruction to the full luminance from sky dome without obstruction.
When the sky condition is set to uniform, daylight factor is equal to SVF.
In order to simulate the sky luminance, Cardiff University established an artificial sky
dome model called SkyDome, which is constructed as a geodesic dome2 with 8m
diameter. The daylight is modelled through the provision of 640 luminaries mounted
homogeneously (see Figure 3.10)(Jones & Alexander, 2000; Jones et al., 2004). Any
physical model can be placed at the centre of the dome to evaluated daylight
condition. Daylight and sunlight under various sky conditions can be simulated
through luminance control of 640 luminaries. Taken as an extreme condition of
daylight factor (under a uniform sky condition), SVF level can be simulated.
However, such analogy method cannot promise a desirable accuracy for quantitative
analysis.
The same principle is also applied with numerical method which allows more accurate
quantitative analysis. Both ECOTECT and ENVI-MET can perform daylight factor
simulation through radiance simulation. Daylight factor output from ECOTECT can
be produced as contour map shown in Figure 3.11. As an extreme condition of
daylight factor, SVF results can also be produced in the same way.
2 A triangulation of a Platonic solid or other polyhedron to produce a close approximation to a sphere
(or hemisphere). (Definition in Weisstein, n.d.) In this SkyDome model, the triangular brackets
constructing the hemisphere surface are equalised, therefore the 640 luminaries mounted on these
brackets can represent equalised solid angles.
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However, the enumerative algorithm raises both accuracy and complexity of
computation. Such an algorithm is easy to be implemented in an energy simulation
platform but not suitable to be migrated to a geometry based platform which designers
or planners are using on daily base, e.g., CAD and GIS. It is also too complicated to
allow an in-depth study on the interaction between SVF and urban geometric
differentiation.
Figure 3.10 SkyDome (Left: geodesic dome; Right: a building model placed in the sky dome)
(source: Jones & Alexander, 2000). 
Figure 3.11 Contour map produced from ground-level daylight factor calculated in ECOTECT.
(source: Jones et al., 2004)
3.4 SVF extension for ArcGIS
The above review on questionable algorithms helps us to avoid similar problems in
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building a new algorithm. Based on our innovative algorithm, we developed a tool
named SVF Extension for ArcGIS3 to compute SVF in any urban models on GIS
platform.
3.4.1 GIS as platform
We choose GIS as platform because: GIS has strong capability as well as potentials in
spatial data analysis; Object-oriented data structure enables extensive analysis on
multiple spatial properties, which extends SVF evaluation to a more complex system
in the future; Simple alternation of geometry in GIS is possible, which makes
interactive SVF analysis much easier; GIS can accept import of a broad range of 3-D
model data formats, including prevailing CAD formats; GIS is a database driven
platform, where all the data results can be retrieved by external database seamlessly,
which enables real-time interaction with other CAD applications4.
3.4.2 Basic algorithms
The literal definition of SVF (ψ) can be transformed to a more mathematical
description: the ratio of the solid angle5 of the portion of sky (Ωs) visible from the
observer point (origin or O) to the solid angle the hemisphere centred at the same
observer point (Ω0, equals to 2π), i.e.,
3 A GIS application, produced by ESRI. The version we use in this study is 8.3.
4 The function of real-time interaction between GIS and CAD is not available yet, but it's theoretically
possible through technologies like Dynamic Data Exchange (DDE).
5 The solid angle Ω subtended by a surface S is defined as the surface area of a unit sphere covered by
the surface's projection onto the sphere. Solid angle is measured in steradians, and the solid angle
corresponding to all of space being subtended is 4π steradians. (Eric W. Weisstein. "Solid Angle"
From MathWorld--A Wolfram Web Resource. http://mathworld.wolfram.com/SolidAngle.html )





Similarly, we have the solid angle from the built elements to the observer point, Ωb,
which satisfies equation
ΩsΩb=Ω0 . Equation (3.20)
In order to describe ψ mathematically, we have to calculate the solid angle of the
portion of visible sky (Ωs).
Consider a hemisphere is centred at the observer point, above ground level, with its
radius r0 shorter than the shortest distance from observer point to any built element
(see Figure 3.12). The visible portion of the sky is projected on the surface of the
hemisphere, and its surface area (Ss) equals to the whole hemisphere surface area (S0)
deducted by the surface area of built elements projection on the hemisphere (Sb), i.e.,
S s=S 0−S b . Equation (3.21)
Since
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S 0=r
2⋅Ω0 , Equation (3.22)
S b=r









Since the skyline in the urban environment is usually not in a simple geometry, we
have to use integral calculus to get Sb . Consider the bounding great circle of the





Thus, Sb is also split into n small parts accordingly, which can be deemed as a portion
of spherical segment (when n→∞). The surface area of each small part is
Δωb=r0 hb⋅Δφ , Equation (3.26)
where hb is the height of this portion of spherical segment in the form
hb=r0 sinβ . Equation (3.27)
where β is the elevation angle of this portion of spherical segment. Therefore, the















   =r0
2∫0
2 π
sinβ⋅dφ . Equation (3.29)
Thus, Equation (3.24) becomes













This is the final form of ψ.
3.4.3 Simulated algorithm using Line of Sight
From Equation (3.30), we understand that the elevation angles of surrounding built
elements (β) are the only factor that determines ψ. Therefore, in order to compute ψ,
we can detect the β value for each azimuthal angle without getting the spherical
surface area or solid angle of sky projection directly.
“3D Analyst Extension” of ArcGIS 8.x gives us the functionality to detect this β value
easily on any 3-D surface model (including Triangulated Irregular Network or TIN6,
and raster data model7). The function we use is Line of Sight (LoS)8. Using
ArcObjects9 and programming language such as Visual Basic 6, we can access this
function using GetLineOfSight method, which returns information about the line of
sight between an observer point and target point. “Information returned includes
whether the target is visible, the location of the first obstruction point if it isn't, and
both the visible and invisible portions of the sight line along the surface.” (ArcObjects
6 A vector data structure that partitions geographic space into contiguous, non-overlapping triangles.
The vertices of each triangle are sample data points with x-, y-, and z-values. These sample points
are connected by lines to form Delaunay triangles. TINs are used to store and display surface
models. (Definition by ESRI GIS dictionary, 2004)
(http://support.esri.com/index.cfm?fa=knowledgebase.gisDictionary.gateway)
7 A representation of the world as a surface divided into a regular grid of cells. Raster models are
useful for storing data that varies continuously such as in an aerial photograph, a satellite image, a
surface of chemical concentrations, or an elevation surface. (Definition by ESRI GIS dictionary,
2004)
8 A line drawn between two points, an origin and a target, in a three-dimensional scene that shows
whether the target is visible from the origin and, if it is not visible, where the view is obstructed.
(Definition by ESRI GIS dictionary, 2004)
9 A library of software components that make up the foundation of ArcGIS. (Definition by ESRI GIS
dictionary, 2004)
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Online, 2004)10
From observer point O set a 3-D Cartesian Coordinates11 with X+ axis pointing to the
east and Z+ axis pointing upwards to the sky (see Figure 3.13). When the probe ray
(LoS) is rotated a horizontal angle α from X+ axis, it is obstructed by at least one
building and its first obstruction point is P. Since we can get the x, y, and z values of
point P using GetLineOfSight method, a 3-D vector OP  can be constructed and
therefore, the inclination of vector OP  represents the elevation angle β of the
obstruction point.
Similar to scenario described in Chapter 3.4.2, rotate the probe ray (LoS) from X+
axis with an equal interval angle Δφ, which meets Equation (3.25). When the probe
ray has been rotated i times ( i∈ℤ+ , in ), if it is obstructed by at least one building,
the elevation angle βi can be measured, otherwise βi =0. Therefore, from Equation
(3.30), we have an approximate value of ψ in the form
10 http://arcobjectsonline.esri.com/ComponentHelpVC/esriTinExt/ISurface_GetLineOfSight.htm
11 In fact, applying Polar Coordinates would ease the description here. However, we use Cartesian
coordinates because most of the ArcObjects functions are based on Cartesian coordinates.





















   =1−1
n∑i=1
n
sinβ i . Equation (3.31)
Excerpts of the source code of SVF extension for ArcGIS 8.x is available in Appendix
A.
3.4.4 Features and operations
Using Visual Basic and ArcObjects, we developed SVF Extension for ArcGIS to
perform the above computing procedures automatically (see Figure 3.14). Two data
files must be loaded in ArcMap or ArcScene12 to run this tool: a three dimensional
TIN or Raster surface, and a Point Shapefile which stores observer points. n can be
customised in this tool, which set its default as 360 although it might be increased or
decreased to adjust the speed and accuracy. After accumulative computation, the SVF
(ψ) in any observer point in the open space (including streets) of the urban
environment can be derived automatically.
There are many options for data output: 
1) pop-up message box (see Figure 3.14);
2) output to the original Point Shapefile, in which a new data field “SVF” will be
generated to its attributes table (see Figure 3.15), and the result data stored in
attributes table can be exported to external database for further query or
12 ArcMap and ArcScene are applications in ArcGIS. The two applications share some similar
functions whereas ArcMap is stronger in analysis and ArcScene is more specialised in 3-D
modelling, visualisation and animation.
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analysis.;
3) output to a comma delimited text file (.CSV) which can be opened by
spreadsheet applications like Microsoft EXCEL or OpenOffice Calc.
The second and third options enable us to perform multiple points computing without
being attended by users.
Batch computing on multiple points can be easily achieved if multiple observer points
have been stored in the Point Shapefile. Through batch computing on evenly plotted
observer points in the open space, accumulated SVF data can be plotted as a SVF map
to show the spatial variation of SVF level (see Figure 4.23).
Figure 3.14 A screenshot of SVF extension for ArcGIS running in a TIN model
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Figure 3.15 A new “SVF” field generated in the attributes table of the observer Point Shapefile
3.4.5 Advantages and limitations
Compared to traditional imagery-based approaches, such a digital-model-based
approach in a GIS platform has following advantages:
1) Rapid and cost effective if a digital model is available and therefore easy to
repeat if anything goes wrong;
2) Only software operation is required; not much specialised knowledge in
climatology is needed;
3) Applicable for both built and proposed environment whereas imagery-based
approaches are not suitable for measuring non-existed environment. (except
when physical models are available);
4) GIS platform gives this tool more flexibility in importing and exporting data,
and enables us to evaluate models drafted on other platform such as
AutoCAD, 3DSMAX, etc., and to exchange data among different GIS
applications such as ESRI ArcGIS, MapInfo, AutoDesk MAP, etc.
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Compared to other digital-model-based approaches, our Line-of-Sight method follows
a more reasonable algorithm and therefore the result should be more accurate.
However, some limitations are also inevitable at present:
1) Preparation of 3-D digital model is compulsory. If no digital model is available
in a proper format, drafting a digital model only for this tool will be time-
consuming. However, in this digital era, most of the design proposals are
drafted in computer.
2) Accuracy of results depends of the quality of the 3-D model, which is
restricted by the deficiency in 3-D surface data structure (both TIN and Raster
formats) in current GIS platform. The current data structure of ArcGIS does
not have the capacity to handle a true 3-D geometry13. For the same existing
built environment, the imagery-based approaches and energy simulation
software may produce more accurate results than our approach.
3) Limited by the functionality of LoS, the probe rays must have a limited length
and the length will affect the speed of computation significantly. However,
only an infinite probe ray can get an accurate result of SVF.
4) Urban vegetation is not included in our model currently because of its
complicated characteristics, whereas it is automatically incorporated in
imagery-based approaches. But if a suitable vegetation modelling method is
available, we may include it in our approach while the core of our algorithm
kept intact.
Since this tool is still under development, its usability and functionality still need to be
13 In the current 3-D data structure used in ArcGIS (surface data), every (X,Y) location in Cartesian
coordinates can only accommodate one Z value, which limits its capacity to handle a complex
geometry.
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refined and further development is to be proposed. An independent version is
proposed for users who do not have ArcGIS software.
3.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, preceding SVF computation approaches are reviewed and criticised,
from imagery-based approaches to digital-model-based approaches. We found that
imagery-based approaches are time-consuming and costly, and not able to evaluate
proposed geometry that has not been built. Therefore, a digital-model-based approach
is better to solve problems that traditional approaches cannot solve efficiently.
However, after a review on currently available solutions of this approach, three out of
four algorithms reviewed are problematic and the bias of their results are found
unacceptable, while the only correct solution is over-complicated and not suitable for
interaction with urban geometric differentiation. This encouraged us to develop our
own tool to compute SVF with a better algorithm, which has been introduced in this
chapter in very detail. And this tool with a user-friendly GUI (graphic user interface)
and flexibility empowered by GIS platform, is able to inform designers and decision
makers of the SVF impact of their proposed geometry as well as existing urban
environment.
CHAPTER 4 RESPONSE OF SKY VIEW FACTOR TO
URBAN GEOMETRY
4.1 Introduction
The definition of SVF determines the correlation between SVF at a certain point and
its surrounding urban geometry. However, the detailed pattern of SVF level over a
certain area in the response to urban geometric differentiation is not clear yet. In order
to utilise SVF to support design decision making, it is necessary to understand the
response pattern of SVF to geometric differentiation.
For the above purpose we are going to study on the SVF response to geometric
differentiation through mathematical analysis and case studies including one on
archetypal geometry and the other on more complex models derived from an urban
design proposal. Through these case studies, we are going to examine the sensitivity
of SVF to the geometric differentiation, with a comparison with Width-to-Height
(W/H) ratio.
4.2 Mathematical analysis of single building impact
We start our study of SVF response in a single building scenario using mathematical
deductions.
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Suppose there is only one cubic building (height is h) visible from the observer point
O, and one façade of this building (rectangle ABCD, AB=b) is right facing to the
observer point, i.e., the perpendicular bisector (MO) of the ground projection of this
façade (AB) passes across O. On the reference hemisphere centred at O, the rectangle
ABCD is projected as A'B'C'D' (see Figure 4.1). Therefore, the horizontal angle

















where φ is the angle ∡MOP, Equation (4.2) can be transformed to a function of α, h
and d:
ψ α ,h ,d =1−
∫0
α
2 h⋅cosφh2⋅cos2 φd 2dφ
2 π
                 =1−
∫0
α




This function can be plotted into contour plots with a fixed value of d (see Figure 4.3).
A comparison among contour plots with d from 1m to 50m shows that there is always
a trend line, and ψ will hardly change by h when h goes beyond this line, while below
this line α influences ψ more than h does.
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This phenomenon means that the building height has more influence on SVF when
building height is relatively low, and when building height goes higher than a certain
level SVF is almost influenced by width of building façade facing to the observer
point. And this critical level of height varies with both d and α.
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Figure 4.3 α-h-ψ contour plot when d=1m(a), 10m(b), and 50m(c) (from Equation (4.4))
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4.3 Archetypal analysis on urban geometry
After understanding the mathematical mechanism of SVF response to differentiation
of single building geometry, we start to look at ideal archetypal models that represent
more generic urban context. We will decide a group of archetypal typologies for this
study and a matrix of derivative models can be generated based on selected typologies
with certain geometric differentiation. For each derivative model we can compute
average SVF for its open spaces and therefore pattern of SVF responses can be
understood through data analysis.
Simple typologies also allow estimation of other geometric parameters such as
Height-to-Width (H/W) ratio, which is well accepted by urban planners and designers
and incorporated into design guidelines. Comparison between SVF and H/W ratio in
terms of their response pattern to geometric differentiations will be conducted along
the whole data analysis, not only to give a reference system for SVF, but also to find
out the advantage of SVF against W/H ratio as a descriptive indicator.
4.3.1 Selection of archetypes
Before we start the analysis, an appropriate selection of archetypes has to be prepared.
Examples are taken from successful precedents. Martin and March (1972) made an
extensive research on urban form typologies and found that there are three basic
archetypes: pavilion, slab and courts. Ratti et al. (2003) selected three more (terrace,
pavilion-court, and terrace-court) for urban climatic research. From these six
typologies (see Figure 4.4), in order to give our comparative study more generic
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meanings, we have to focus on more generic typologies. In order to conduct such a
selection, some proper manipulations on the 2-D form of these models are necessary
to make them at a proper relative scale:
1) Proper scale should be set to make the smallest width of the building slabs
consistent across six models;
2) The study area (in square shape) should include minimal replications and
mirrors of patterns, while the surrounding geometry can be reproduced by
replication or mirrors of the selected study area.
These simple manipulations lead to simpler geometry patterns as shown in Figure 4.5
with solid and void inverted. With a clearer view of open spaces in these patterns, we
can easily find out those with more typical and purer open space structure: Type A:
pavilion; Type B: slab; Type C: court. Each of these typologies represents certain
characteristic of open space, e.g., Type A: street junctions, Type B: streets; Type C:
enclosed courts.
Figure 4.4 Six archetypes of urban form in 2 by 2 cells, based on Martin and March, 1972 and Ratti et
al., 2003. From left to right: pavilion, terrace, slab, pavilion-court, terrace-court and court.
Pavilion                      Terrace                           Slab                     pavilion-court               terrace-court                      court
Figure 4.5 Six archetypes after manipulations (black denotes open space, white denotes built elements)
Pavilion                      Terrace                           Slab                     pavilion-court               terrace-court                      court
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4.3.2 Model preparation and generation
Based on the above selection of typologies (Type A, B, and C), we are going to
prepare a matrix of models with certain spatial variations. Through SVF evaluation on
models with different spatial variations, we can examine the response pattern of SVF
to geometric differentiation.
Let the unit building thickness be a, and dimension of each cell in the three archetypes
(pavilion, slab and court) be 1 unit by 1 unit. Thus these three models can be defined
in a numerical form as shown in Figure 4.6. Therefore, indices such as building
coverage ratio1 ρb can be calculated for each typology (see Table 4.1).
Table 4.1 Building coverage (ρb) and plot ratio (ρp) for Type A, B and C
Type A Type B Type C
ρb = a2 a 2a-a2
We can mimic the situation of urban reformation through transforming ρb and n,
which derives a matrix of various 3-D archetypal models. For each derivative model
with specific combination of ρb and n, we can get a and ρp accordingly. To simplify
the calculation, we set ρb, n, h0 (storey height) and s (scale of unit cell size) as follows:
Table 4.2 Pre-configuration of variables
Variables Settings
ρb 0.1 to 0.9 with step of 0.1
n 1 to 9 with step of 1
h0 3 m
s 100 m by 100 m
1 A ratio of floor area of building to the plot area. The plot area here is assumed to cover the whole
cell.
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From these data, we can obtain unit building thickness a from the formulas in Table
4.1. Hence, building thickness W and building height H are also yielded in the form
W = a • s , Equation (4.5)
H = h0 • n . Equation (4.6)
Therefore, with different settings of W and H totally 81 derivative models are plotted
as 3-D raster surface in GIS automatically with the help of Archetypal Study Tool for
ArcGIS2 (see Figure 4.7).
Figure 4.6 Numerical forms of three archetypes
2 An customised tool developed by by the author, capable to generate polygons and points in certain
typologies. Documentations see http://www.urbangis.co.nr.
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Building 
height(m)
Figure 4.7 Raster surface models of derivative models of Type A
4.3.3 Sensitivity analyses
For each derivative model, SVF (ψ) and W/H ratio (ω) in open space can be obtained.
For ψ, we use mean value of ψ in the area of open space ( ψ ) in each model. In order
to get ψ , array observer points are plotted in open spaces as point features using
Figure 4.8 An example of derivative model with observer points plotted.
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Archetypal Study Tool for ArcGIS3 (see Figure 4.8). We set 2m interval when plotting
array points in the open space in order to achieve a compromise between resolution
and time cost. After all the array points are generated and processed for ψ using SVF
Extenstion for ArcGIS4, and ψ  is obtained consequently. Meanwhile, ω is calculated
for each model using formulas in Table 4.3, which are deduced from formulas in
Table 4.1.
Table 4.3 Formulas to calculate ω








For the purpose of comparison between ω and ψ  in terms of their suitability as a
parameter evaluating urban geometry, we focus on the sensitivity of these two
parameters to the different urban forms, while the sensitivity of thermal performance
related to these parameters will not be discussed. Since ω and ψ have different range
of value ω∈[0,∞ ,ψ∈[0,1] , a direct comparison of their sensitivity is not only
difficult but meaningless. Therefore, we compare their stability of sensitivity to the
geometric differentiation to see if they are at a certain reasonable level.
From data of ω and ψ  for all the archetypal models (e.g., Table 4.4 and 4.5) we can
study their stability of sensitivity through quantitative analysis and, subsequently,
through observation on contour plots, while other implications of contour plots are
also discussed. Through the following comparative study we can understand more
characteristics of SVF.
3 See Footnote 2 at page 52.
4 See Chapter 3.4 at page 34.
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4.3.3.1 Quantitative analysis
Sensitivity of ω to ρb and n can be expressed in the form
k ω , ρbi=∣ ωi1−ωi ρbi1− ρbi∣ , Equation (4.7)
k ω ,ni=∣ωi1−ωini1−ni ∣ . Equation (4.8)
In the same manner, sensitivity of ψ  to ρb and n can be expressed as k ψ , ρb  and
k ψ ,n . (k is shown as slope of curve segments in Figure 4.9 - 4.12.)
Therefore, coefficients of variation of sensitivity (μ) of k (ω, ρb) is able to represent
instability of k (ω, ρb), in the form
μ ω , ρb=
1
k ω , ρb  1m−1∑i=1m−1 [k ω , ρbi−k ω , ρb]2 . Equation (4.9)
where m is the number of samples of ρb. In the same manner, μ (ω, n), μ ( ψ , ρb) and μ
( ψ , n) are easily obtained. (see Figure 4.13 and 4.14).
A comparison between mean μ of ω and ψ  while ρb or n changes ( μ ω , ρb ,
μ ω ,n , μ ψ , ρb , and μ ψ ,n ) (see Figure 4.15) shows that:
• Although ω is constantly highly sensitive to n, its sensitivity to ρb is very
unstable;
• Comparing the difference of stability of sensitivity to ρb and n, ψ  is much
more stable than ω;
• The stability of sensitivity of ψ  to ρb and ψ  to n are at an intermediate
position between that of ω to ρb and ω to n.
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Figure 4.9 n-ω plot (Type A, ρb=0.1)
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Figure 4.10 ρb-ω plot (Type A, n=1)
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Figure 4.11 n- ψ  plot (Type A, ρb=0.1)















Figure 4.12 ρb- ψ  plot (Type A, n=1)















Table 4.4 ω: Type A
ω ρb
n 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9
1 22.79 18.43 15.08 12.25 9.76 7.51 5.44 3.52 1.71
2 11.40 9.21 7.54 6.13 4.88 3.76 2.72 1.76 0.86
3 7.60 6.14 5.03 4.08 3.25 2.50 1.81 1.17 0.57
4 5.70 4.61 3.77 3.06 2.44 1.88 1.36 0.88 0.43
5 4.56 3.69 3.02 2.45 1.95 1.50 1.09 0.70 0.34
6 3.80 3.07 2.51 2.04 1.63 1.25 0.91 0.59 0.29
7 3.26 2.63 2.15 1.75 1.39 1.07 0.78 0.50 0.24
8 2.85 2.30 1.88 1.53 1.22 0.94 0.68 0.44 0.21
9 2.53 2.05 1.68 1.36 1.08 0.83 0.60 0.39 0.19
Table 4.5 ψ : Type A
ψ ρb
n 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9
1 0.95 0.93 0.91 0.87 0.86 0.81 0.77 0.67 0.57
2 0.91 0.87 0.83 0.78 0.75 0.68 0.61 0.48 0.36
3 0.87 0.82 0.77 0.71 0.67 0.58 0.50 0.37 0.26
4 0.84 0.78 0.72 0.65 0.60 0.50 0.42 0.30 0.20
5 0.81 0.74 0.68 0.59 0.54 0.45 0.36 0.25 0.17
6 0.79 0.71 0.64 0.55 0.50 0.40 0.32 0.21 0.14
7 0.76 0.68 0.60 0.51 0.46 0.36 0.28 0.19 0.12
8 0.74 0.65 0.57 0.48 0.42 0.33 0.25 0.17 0.11
9 0.72 0.62 0.54 0.45 0.39 0.30 0.23 0.15 0.10
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Figure 4.13 plot of μ(ω, n) and μ( ψ , n) vs ρb
Figure 4.14 Plot of μ(ω, ρb) and μ( ψ , ρb) vs n
Figure 4.15 Comparison of stability of sensitivity of ω and ψ (Left: W/H ratio or ω;
Right: average SVF or ψ ; The blue bars denote their stability of sensitivity to number of
storey or building height; The white bars denote their stability of sensitivity to building
coverage ratio)
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4.3.3.2 Contour plots
From ω and ψ  data in each model with different settings of n and ρb, a series of
contour plots can be produced (see Figure 4.16 to 4.21). These contour plots reflect
the dynamic SVF response to both vertical and horizontal geometric differentiation of
surrounding buildings. In these contour plots, ψ  contours are more evenly distributed
over both n axis and ρb axis in all the three archetypes while ω contours are obviously
denser near the corner (0.1, 1) and distinctively sparser when n or ρb increases.
Therefore, from the distribution of contours, we can see the stability of sensitivity of
ψ  is relatively higher than that of ω in these three archetypal models, which is in
accord with the findings from quantitative analysis done above.
Another implication from these contour plots is: Through transforming the geometry
along the same the contour line, we can change the geometry of the model radically
without changing the average SVF level; Consequently, through transforming the
geometry within the area between two selected contour lines, we can change the
model with more freedom while keeping average SVF level within certain desired
range. For instance, from Figure 4.17, we know that: with the same typology (TypeA),
a geometric differentiation from point U (ρb =0.55, n=2) to point V (ρb =0.2, n=6) will
cause almost no change on SVF level; And geometric differentiation within the region
UVST will only cause an order of 0.1 on SVF level at most. Hence, contour plots of
this kind may help designers to certain extent in the preliminary design stage. Contour
plots may also include other geometry descriptions instead of building height and
building coverage ratio.
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Figure 4.17 Type A: Contour Plot of ψ  vs n, ρb
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4.3.4 Conclusions
Observation from the results of this archetypal study suggests that:
1) Observations from both the quantitative and qualitative analyses suggest that
ψ  be a more suitable indicator in measuring 3-D urban geometry.
2) There are various ways to adjust (either to increase or to decrease) SVF level,
including change of typology of building form, both horizontally and
vertically. Through our analysis we found that: For built environment lower
than 27m (9 storeys) typology of horizontal geometry has significant influence
on SVF level while both building height and building coverage ratio have
certain influences and the weighting of their influences depends on the
horizontal typology implemented.
3) Contour plots are useful as a simple assistant tool in determining suitable
combination of building height and building coverage ratio to achieve a certain
range of SVF value. With contour plots we are able to decide certain range of
geometry choices to achieve or maintain a desired SVF level.
In addition, combination of building coverage ratio and number of storeys also leads
to further discussion on the relationship between plot ratio and SVF level (See
Chapter 4.5).
4.4 Case study on design proposal alternations
In the previous archetypal studies, we have analysed the SVF level in different types
of uniform spaces. However, in order to study the response pattern of SVF to
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geometric differentiation, an extensive research on a case closer to complexity of
urban environment is indispensable. In urban design case study, we study the dynamic
characteristics of SVF when different proposals are employed. Only the geometry of
one building will be altered and the response pattern of SVF over the whole site area
will be analysed accordingly.
4.4.1 Model preparation
The design proposal for Marina South published by Urban Redevelopment Authority
(URA) of Singapore (2003) is chosen for this case study. The wide varieties and
scales of building height and plot ratio in this proposal represent a typical downtown
environment in many metropolitan areas in the world. Within this site, we set a
square-like portion with scale of around 850m by 850m as our study area.
Since in the original proposal many of the buildings are high-rise buildings, we choose
the highest building T (86 storeys, 258m high, see Figure 4.27) as targeted building to
achieve less obstruction between observer points in the open spaces and the top of the
targeted building, which provides a wider range of effective sample observer points
exposed to the targeted building. Since building T is of podium-tower type, which is
often observed in skyscrapers, this study will also give us additional knowledge about
SVF response to this type of building.
Based on the original proposal, a series of models are prepared for the targeted
building T with different building height (H) and building coverage ratio (ρb) while
keeping the form of its floor plan as original5. Relative building height (γh) and
5 Using scaling method ( γ b as scale factor) from the original floor plan with >Continued on Page 62
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relative building coverage ratio (γb), are used to simplify further analysis, in the form
γh = H/H0 , Equation (4.10)
γb = ρb/(ρb)0 , Equation (4.11)
where H0 and (ρb)0 are height and building coverage ratio of the targeted building in
original proposal. γh and γb used in the study are set as follows:
γh = 0.5 to 1 with interval of 0.1,
γb = 0.5 to 1 with interval of 0.1.
Thus totally 36 alternative models are derived for the targeted building (inclusive of
the original design, for which both γh and γb are 1).
With these 36 models for building T, 36 raster surface models are prepared. In each
site model observer point array is plotted on the ground surface of open spaces with
interval of 10m (e.g., see Figure 4.22). 
the same geometrical centre.
Figure 4.22 Marina South, original proposal, raster surface model with observer points plotted
(targeted building A is marked with a red circle)
T
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4.4.2 Sky view factor mapping
ψ at all the observer points are computed and collected for analysis. From the ψ data
of all the observer points, we can visualise the result in a digital elevation model
(DEM) using raster interpolation in GIS for each model (e.g., see Figure 4.22). From a
qualitative comparison of SVF level among different locations in a single SVF
mapping, we observe that:
1) Size and form of open space have more impact on SVF performance than the
height of the surrounding buildings (see open space A, B, C and D in Figure
4.23). For instance, at open space A and B, big voids mitigated the impact
from surrounding high-rise buildings (e.g., building P, T, R, Q and S in Figure
4.23), while at C and D, densely plotted buildings without significant height
generate a much lower SVF value. Another example is the space surrounding
building Q and S: although influenced by the same building, façades facing to
the bigger open space B do not make much difference on SVF level compared
to other parts of B, while other façades facing to street valleys (where spaces
are much narrower than B) generate significant impact on SVF level.
2) When regular streets are considered, street junctions usually have much higher
SVF value compared to street valleys. This is because the increased sky
opening caused by the street junctions.
3) Setback of podium-tower typology can mitigate the impact of the tower on
surrounding SVF level compared to towers without setback at a similar height
(see building P, Q, R, S, T in Figure 4.23).
SVF map as a tool, can be used to evaluate any design proposal efficiently. And since
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its efficiency in terms of time and cost, any change in the geometry of the model can
be reflected in the SVF map. And even a dynamic animation reflecting the change of
SVF level according to a continuous differentiation of geometry can be produced from
a series of SVF maps.
4.4.3 Sky view factor sensitivity mapping
With all the data from every model we can also calculate standard deviation of ψ
σ ψ  in each observer point to represent the sensitivity of ψ to the change of site
geometry at every point, and SVF sensitivity can also be mapped as raster DEM (see
Figure 4.24). From spatial distribution shown in such a SVF sensitivity map, the
prominent differences of σ ψ  value between the left-right sides (where setback is
wider) and up-down sides (where setback is narrower) to the targeted building are
observed, which is in accord with the findings from SVF mapping.
Figure 4.23 SVF map for original proposal of Marina South (original proposal, darker colour in open
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From SVF sensitivity σ ψ  data (shown as DEM in Figure 4.24), it is found that for a
large portion of observer points σ ψ  are constantly zero, which means ψ at these
points does not change at all. Obviously, this is due to the obstruction from
surrounding buildings around the targeted building. Those observer points with non-
zero σ ψ  values are called “effective observer points”.
SVF sensitivity map can be used as a tool to analyse SVF impact from certain
geometry change in the model. And the scenario of geometric differentiation can be
further extended: it can be differentiation on a single building or a group of building;
and it can be differentiation on the geometry of buildings or location of buildings.
Figure 4.24 SVF sensitivity map (darker colour in open space denotes higher sensitivity and brighter
colour denotes lower sensitivity)
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4.4.4 Effective sky view factor
Unlike the archetypal analysis, it is always difficult to set the boundary of study area
for urban geometry in reality or design proposals, where interrelation with the
surrounding urban context is always important. SVF impact from geometric
differentiation of a particular high-rise building may extend to places outside the site
boundary. Therefore, in order to analyse the SVF impact quantitatively, observer
points should be selected only from affected locations rather than the preset site
boundary.
For every derivative model, mean of SVF at effective observer points, or ψe is
calculated. And from the contour plot (see Figure 4.25) generated from these data, we
observe that: 
• ψe contours are not evenly distributed, and they are much more complicated
than the contours we get from archetypal study (see Figure 4.17, 4.19 and
4.21);
• ψe is relatively more sensitive to γb when γb>0.8, while almost static when 0.5<
γb<0.8;
• Compared to γb, γh does not have much impact on ψe;
• Maximum difference of ψe among these site configurations is 0.0126.
(According to Oke (1987)'s Equation (2.1), if mean value of ψ over the whole
urban area decrease by 0.0126, urban heat island will be mitigated by 2.43°C.)
Similar to the contour plots generated in archetypal analysis, this sort of effective SVF
contour plots can reflect the dynamic SVF response to both vertical and horizontal
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geometry changes of the targeted building and they may help designers in the
preliminary design stage.
4.4.5 Conclusions and limitations
Observation of results from this case study in such a high-rise area suggests different
characteristics of SVF response in the archetypal analyses where buildings are below
27m (9 storeys). The main observations include:
1) In such a high-rise urban area, SVF is more affected by the geometry of floor
coverage than by building height (which is in accord with the findings from
mathematical analysis, see Figure 4.3);
2) Horizontal size and shape of open space have more impact on SVF
performance than the height of the surrounding buildings.
3) Although the differentiation of height doesn't contribute too much on SVF,
detailed vertical geometric characteristics on lower part do have certain impact
on SVF level. For example, high-rise buildings with podium make difference
from those without podium, and scale of setback also has significant influence
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on surrounding SVF level.
4) Geometrical form of open space has significant impact on SVF level. Larger
open spaces can minimise the impact from surrounding high-rise buildings;
Narrow open spaces can maximise the impact from surrounding buildings
even if they are not significantly high.
5) Street junctions often have higher SVF value than street valleys. Therefore, the
density of street junctions will influence the overall SVF level.
6) SVF map, SVF sensitivity map, and contour plots for mean of effective SVF
can help us to evaluate SVF level in any urban geometry (including design
proposals and existing site configurations), and also to compare different
geometric configurations and to show the difference of SVF level on the map,
which can inform designers anytime when the proposal is changed.
In addition, combination of building coverage ratio and number of storeys also leads
to further discussion on the relationship between plot ratio and SVF level (See
Chapter 4.5).
4.5 Sky view factor and density
From the data results from the above two case studies, we can further analyse the
relationship between SVF and density (represented by plot ratio).
In the archetypal analysis, we can actually have plot ratio data for each derivative
model if we assume the full cell area to be the plot area. Plot ratio (ρp) can be
calculated from building storey number (n) and building coverage ratio (ρb), in the
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form
ρp = ρb • n . Equation (4.12)
where n is number of storeys. Therefore, from the 81 derivative models with different
combination of a range of ρb and n , plot ratio ρp can calculated for each model.
In the case study on design proposal variations, we can also have ρb in the form
ρp = ρb • H/h0, Equation (4.13)
where ρp is assumed to be linearly correlated to H with a fixed ρb6. From ρb, relative
plot ratio (γp) is defined as
γp = ρp /(ρp)0, Equation (4.14)
from Equation (4.10) and (4.11), we have
γp = γh • γb . Equation (4.15)
From the correlation between ψ  and ρp (shown in the scatter plots in Figure 4.26 to
4.28) and the correlation between ψe and γp (shown in Figure 4.29), the relationship
among building coverage ratio (ρb or γb), plot ratio (ρp and γp) and SVF level ( ψ  or ψe)
can be observed:
1) Although SVF and plot ratio are generally negatively correlated, the
correlation between SVF and plot ratio exists only when building coverage
ratio is fixed; There are no tie between SVF and plot ratio, i.e., with different
building coverage ratio it is possible to see a higher SVF with a higher plot
ratio or a lower SVF with a lower plot ratio.
2) For any fixed plot ratio, SVF varies according to different setting of building
coverage ratio.
6 Since targeted building is a podium-tower, the floor area difference between podium part and tower
part is also ignored in the calculation of ρp .
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3) For any given value of plot ratio and building coverage ratio, plot ratio differs
prominently in different archetypes.
4) Under high-rise conditions (shown in Figure 4.29), the sensitivity of SVF to
plot ratio (or building height) with a fixed building coverage ratio (represented
by slopes of curves), is lower than the one observed under lower densities
(shown in Figure 4.26 to 4.28). This is in accord with the findings from the
mathematical analysis (see Figure 4.3).
Therefore, although plot ratio does influence SVF level in general, the relationship is
not as direct as from geometry. Although certain geometry characteristics do control
and define SVF, plot ratio alone cannot determine SVF level. Though it is easy to
understand this relationship, the more interesting and valuable issue is the scale of
SVF differentiation one can produce when playing with the geometry with the same
plot ratio. Through the tools we have used in these case studies, designers might find
it easy to find out how low or how high in SVF level he or she can achieve with a
fixed plot ratio or a range of plot ratio, and how to achieve that. And designers might
also find that it is actually possible to achieve a higher mean SVF value with a higher
plot ratio, or to achieve a lower mean SVF value with a lower plot ratio.
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4.6 Conclusions and limitations
From the mathematical analysis and the above two case studies on both archetypal and
complex geometries, we have a better understanding of SVF pattern in a dynamic
scenario of urban geometry. It proves that a proper design of urban geometry
(including both built structures and open spaces) can optimise (either increase or
decrease) SVF level in open spaces. Therefore, characteristics of SVF pattern obtained
from these experiments may help urban designers in decision making to achieve a
desired SVF quality which might lead to a desired thermal performance. What is more
important is that the result of these studies has indicated the potential feasibility of
combining SVF evaluation into a climatic design support system for urban design
process, by which design activities may be guided, advised or assessed scientifically
to achieve a better climatic performance of urban environment.
Nevertheless, the limitation of methodology used in these studies should be identified.
As a simplification of urban reality, neither the mathematical analysis on single






























Figure 4.29 Scatterplot of ψe vs γp
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building scenario nor the other two case studies have considered the complexity
caused by inter-obstruction among different buildings. More research will be
presented in Chapter 5 in order to study SVF response mechanism in a more complex
scenario where multiple observer points and multiple buildings are involved.
Other limitations in these studies include:
1) Only a certain range of building height is covered in the two case studies,
while the selections of ranges are different from each other (building heights
selected in the first study are from 3m to 27m, while the second study 129m to
258m), which not only causes that the data used in various analyses are not
complete enough to make an affirmative conclusion, especially for the
correlation analyses between plot ratio and SVF, but also restricts the
comparison between the two studies;
2) In the second case study, alternative typologies of geometry have not been
tested. Further studies are required.
3) SVF is collected only on the ground surface of open spaces. In the future, a
more extensive research may also include the SVF values on rooftops as well
as façades to include the whole surface of urban canyon.
CHAPTER 5 MECHANISM OF SKY VIEW FACTOR
RESPONSE AND ITS DESIGN
IMPLICATIONS
5.1 Introduction
In Chapter 4 we have understood the pattern of SVF response to the differentiations of
urban geometry and also recognised that proper geometry control can achieve a
different SVF level even without sacrificing density. However, given this as a new
starting point, another problem is raised: “If SVF is used as a indicator of thermal
performance, how could we make a design decision on urban geometry to achieve a
certain SVF level?” This would be more valuable in an urban redevelopment scenario
where a minimum change of built environment is desired to achieve a better
environmental quality. Nevertheless, in such situations in reality multiple criteria must
be considered and interests from different stakeholders must be balanced and,
therefore, decisions are often impossible to be made from a single factor. Yet,
although incomplete, studies in such a single-factor scenario would benefit further
studies on other environmental factors such as solar radiation, wind velocity, and the
development of a comprehensive multi-criteria decision making system in the future.
Hence, the ultimate purpose of this part of research is not to solve a comprehensive
design support problem but to explore the capacity of a single factor such as SVF in a
design scenario, and to open a door to future solutions.
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In this chapter, we will first examine the deficiency of SVF responses to urban
geometry, from which we can have a more complete understanding of the mechanism
of SVF-geometry relationship rather than a superficial observation on the phenomena.
Acknowledging both the positive and negative sides of this relationship, we can
discuss the methodology of employing its implication on design decision making.
5.2 Deficiency of sky view factor response
Since the information derived from SVF is only a ratio of the spherical surface area of
the visible sky projection to the full reference hemisphere, it is impossible to fully
represent or describe the complexity of real urban geometry with such an indicator
alone. Therefore, there should be certain limitations in the relationship between SVF
and geometry and some geometric differentiations not reflected by SVF. From the
definition of SVF, we understand that geometry defined SVF while SVF does not
fully reflect geometry, i.e., different SVF must have different geometry, but different
geometry does not necessarily have different SVF. In order completely understand the
SVF-geometry relationship, we have look at the deficiency of this relationship in more
detail.
To simplify the problem, we break down the 3-D geometric differentiation into
horizontal and vertical differentiation. From the definition of SVF, we can understand:
1) Horizontal differentiation: Given a certain observer point, as long as the
accumulated horizontal angle covered by obstruction buildings keep constant,
no matter how the horizontal distribution of surrounding buildings changes,
the SVF will always keep constant. For instance, the horizontal geometry
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transformation in Figure 5.1(a) will not influence the SVF value at the same
observer point, as long as the accumulative horizontal angle projected from the
surrounding buildings and the distance from buildings to observer point keep
constant.
2) Vertical differentiation: Given a certain observer point, as long as the
accumulated vertical angles covered by obstruction objects or buildings keep
constant, no matter how the building height or other vertical properties of
surrounding buildings changes, the SVF will always keep constant. For
instance, the vertical geometry transformation in Figure 5.1(b) will not
influence the SVF value at the same observer point, as long as both the
elevation angles from the observer point to the surrounding buildings keep
constant.
Here, we will focus on the vertical differentiations based on section analysis, since
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most of the horizontal transformations can actually be described through rotating
vertical sections to cover the full circle.
5.3 Unit section analysis of geometric differentiations
Since in our algorithm we get SVF for an observer point through rotating the probe
ray for a full circle, we firstly focus on a single section with a certain azimuthal angle.
We call this single-azimuth section as unit section. In any unit section analysis in a
common street valley, for any observer point on the street surface we can have one
and only one highest obstruction elevation angle β which defines the SVF value at this
observer point when this section is rotated for a full circle (see Equation (3.30)). β is
the only factor determines SVF no matter how the geometry of the particular building
is configured. And there is at least one obstruction point P defining this β accordingly.
(see Figure 5.2)
β is always the highest elevation angle the building profiles can produce in this
section. No matter how the geometry changes in this unit section, as long as β keeps
constant, SVF at this observer point will not be affected by this unit section. And due
to this characteristic of β, the original value of β defines a critical condition: Any
geometric differentiation that could not produce an elevation angle (from the observer
point) higher than β, would not contribute to any SVF change at this observer point;
Any geometric differentiation that produces an elevation angle (from the observer
point) higher than β, would redefine a higher β at this unit section and the location of
P is also redefined accordingly, and therefore results in SVF decrease at this observer
point. From another angle of view, put in a hypothetical scenario where SVF is subject
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to change for certain objective (to be either increase or decreased), we have following
solutions:
1) In order to make some negative contribution of SVF, there must be some part
of the building profile breaking through the existing critical elevation angle β
in this unit section (see Figure 5.3(a)). The obstruction point P defining β is
also moved to the new location accordingly.
2) In order to make some positive contribution of SVF, the building profile
defining the existing critical elevation angle β must be reconfigured to redefine
a lower β (see Figure 5.3(b)). The obstruction point P defining β is also moved
to the new location accordingly.
From this unit section analysis, we can conclude that in the process of geometric
differentiation it is actually the differentiation of the highest obstruction elevation
angle β that results in SVF change. Recognising this intrinsic driving force of SVF
response to the geometric differentiation, we can further the analysis on the multiple
observer point SVF response.
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Figure 5.3 Unit section analysis in single building scenario
5.4 Cell based analysis of geometric differentiations
The above analysis within a single unit section indicates that a proper choice of
geometric differentiation is crucial to achieve a higher or lower SVF level with
minimum geometry change. Therefore, extending from the single unit section scenario
to full circle multiple-section scenario where the SVF value at the observer point is to
be revised as an accumulative contribution from unit section geometry control at every
azimuthal angle, hundreds or even thousands of samples of β and P (the number
depends on the accuracy level required) will make the situation more complicated.
Furthermore, as the ultimate purpose we must also extend the scope further to
multiple observer point analysis through which a minimum geometric differentiation
can be found to achieve a certain SVF change in the field. These increased
complexities demand a simple and structural solution which can be easily replicated
for different cases and possible to be programmed.
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order to represent the complex geometry of a single building observed in reality and
also to enable geometry control in more details within a single building rather than
deeming the whole building as a whole object, we borrow the concept from digital
elevation model (DEM) which is commonly used for 3-D land morphology
representation in GIS. The 2-D plan of the whole study site is overlapped with a
homogeneously distributed grid system, where each cell is given a value of height
which can be used to identify if it is built or open space. The density of the grid
system can be set to achieve a desired accuracy. (see Figure 5.4)
Based on such a grid model, observer points can be plotted in open spaces (the density
of observer points can be different from that of the grid model) Here we need to
introduce a concept called “SVF impact index” (η): Given a built cell and a observer
point, if we increase the height of this cell (Δh), the ratio of the resulted SVF
Figure 5.4 Diagram of grid model representing 3-D urban geometry (grayscale colours denote
different cell heights, white colour denote ground level open space, dots plotted in open space
denotes observer points)
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decrement (Δψ) at this observer point to the increased height is called negative “SVF
impact index” ( Δh0 , Δψ0 , η0 ) ; If we decrease the height of this cell, the
ratio of the resulted SVF increment at this observer point to the increased height is
called positive “SVF impact index” ( Δh0 , Δψ0 , η0 ) . The concept of η can
be expressed in the form
η=Δψ/Δh. Equation (5.1)
SVF impact index (η) can be deemed as the SVF impact level from any cell to any
observer point in the open space.
η at a certain built cell (number m) with respect to a certain observer point (number n)
is expressed as η (m,n). Since we can get Δψ using the SVF Extension for ArcGIS
easily by computing ψ twice (before and after the cell height change), value of η can
be therefore produced for any given m and n. Hence, it is possible to get η (m,n) with
any combination of m and n.
Let the total number of built cells be M and the total number of observer point be N,





η m ,n , Equation (5.2)
which can represent the SVF impact level from this cell to the whole open space in the
study area. Hence, all the built cells can be ranked with accumulative SVF impact
index (|ηsum|), which represents a ranking of SVF impact of all the built cells. The same
height changes implemented on those cells with higher |ηsum| values will result in a
more significant SVF change. Since the area of each cell is always equal, the same
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height change on the same built cells always results in same plot ratio1 change.
Therefore, an optimum geometric differentiation based on such a ranking can achieve
a maximum SVF change with a minimum increment or decrement of density
(represented by plot ratio).
The above procedures actually form a SVF decision making model, which can be
illustrated into a flow chart as shown in Figure 5.5. In this model, the only thing we
can manually set is Δh, and we cannot predict the final SVF change resulted from the
height differentiation of chosen built cells. Therefore, in order to achieve a larger SVF
leap, we can expand this procedure to a multi-loop task, while in every single loop a
small Δh is set to achieve a small SVF change. The clear structure presented in this in
this model can be further programmed to be an automated computer programme.
This method provides a possible procedure to control the open space SVF level in a
certain area through minimal manipulation of the geometry. It proves that through an
in-depth understanding of mechanism of SVF response to urban geometry, it is
possible to control SVF level through intentional geometry manipulation. From
another angle of view, this possibility shows a possible role SVF can play in the
design decision making process.
1 The storey number is assumed to be fixed. Therefore, plot ratio will be fully determined by building
height and foot print area.
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5.5 Conclusions and limitations





{η(m,1), η(m,2), ..., η(m,n),    ...,    η(m,N)}
SUM
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In this chapter, we have analysed the mechanism of SVF-geometry response in both
microscopic scenario––unit section analysis, and macroscopic scenario––cell based
analysis, and explored approaches to control SVF level through proper urban
geometric differentiation. Based on these analyses and exploration, some preliminary
design implications of SVF response mechanism are identified and the capacity of
SVF in an interactive design decision making process is recognised.
Although the tentative model developed here is not aimed to be an operational and
applicable model for design practice, further testing and modification of the model
through empirical studies will help us understand more characteristics of SVF-
geometry interaction. And further studies can involve field measurement or simulation
data of thermal performance into this interaction model to study the triangular
relationship among SVF, geometry and thermal performance.
CHAPTER 6 CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
6.1 Conclusion and discussion
As one of the most important indicators in urban climatology, sky view factor (SVF)
is not yet applied in design area. Although there are many potential implications of
SVF for urban design, both the lack of simple computation tool and the lack of
knowledge of SVF characteristics encumber further application in design process.
This research adds to the effort resolving these problems.
The findings and contributions of this thesis can be summarised as follows:
1) Concluded from literature review, SVF is a suitable indicator as a medium
between urban geometry and thermal performance and therefore it is possible
to be used in an experimental single-factor model for thermal performance
evaluation.
2) A new algorithm is developed  for SVF computation in GIS, which is better
than most of the prevailing algorithms. Empowered by GIS platform, it is able
to inform designers and decision makers of the SVF impact of their proposed
geometry as well as existing urban environment.
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3) Some characteristics of SVF response to geometric differentiation have been
recognised, and SVF is found to be a better descriptive indicator than H/W
ratio for micro- or meso-scale urban models.
4) Proper design of urban geometry can achieve a desired SVF level in open
spaces with minimum cost or gain of plot ratio. It is feasible to use SVF
evaluation to support urban design process as a potential mean to achieve
better thermal performance. 
5) SVF level can be controlled through proper urban geometry alternations based
on the understanding of the SVF-geometry interacting mechanism; SVF has
the potential and capacity to be used in an interactive design decision making
process. 
6.2 Future prospects
Suggestions for further research in this area:
1) More explorations on SVF are needed. Spatial variation pattern of SVF and its
implications should be studied. SVF on urban façades and rooftops should be
included in future research.
2) Geometric parameters (other than SVF) for meso-scale urban form with
thermal performance concerns are to be further explored.
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3) Suitable models or database structures based on geometric parameters are to be
further explored. The model structure will be an essential problem that needs
to be solved apart from the parameters themselves.
4) More researches should be design-oriented and purposed to give reference for
urban design guideline making. Since design guidelines play an important role
in controlling urban design and architecture design, it will be much easier to
implement suitable geometric controls if integrated with guidelines.
5) More single factor decision making model should be developed in a common
platform such as GIS, and a comprehensive multi-factor system can be further
developed.
6) More efforts should be devoted to establish a design support system for urban
design in every aspect. The complexity of urban development and urban
system renders the difficulties to evaluate the comprehensive performance
barely from the knowledge system of designers and decision makers.
Therefore, a computer-based decision support system should be helpful.
Although such a decision support system could not be relied on as a panacea
since it cannot replace fuzzy methods sourced from experience, common sense
or even instincts, the importance of support system cannot be diminished.
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APPENDIX A
Visual Basic source code of SVF Extension for ArcGIS
8.x (partial)*
...
        
    'Start Routine
     Dim i As Integer
    'For hpoints = 0 To (pPntCol.PointCount - 1)
1013:       For i = 1 To iNLoS
    'If Not (TypeOf m_pApp Is IMxApplication) Then 'ArcScene calc
starts
1015:       If (m_pScenePoints Is Nothing) Then
1016:            Set m_pScenePoints = New Polyline
                 Dim pGeom As IGeometry
1018:            Set pGeom = m_pScenePoints
1019:            If (TypeOf m_pApp Is IMxApplication) Then
1020:                 Set pGeom.SpatialReference =
m_pDispTrans.SpatialReference
1021:            End If
1022:            If (TypeOf m_pApp Is ISxApplication) Then
1023:                 Set pGeom.SpatialReference =
pSG.Scene.SpatialReference
1024:            End If
1025:       End If 
1028:       m_pScenePoints.AddPoint pPnt
        
...
1120:       If (Not pVisPolyline Is Nothing) Then
1131:            If (Not pInVisPolyline Is Nothing) Then
1132:                Set pInVisGeomColl = pInVisPolyline
1133:                Set pInVisPointColl = pInVisGeomColl.Geometry(0)
1134:                Set pInVisPntFirst = pInVisPointColl.Point(0)
1135:            End If
                    
           'Reassessment of Obstruction point
1138:            If (Not pInVisPntFirst Is Nothing) Then
1139:                If pObstruct.Z >= pInVisPntFirst.Z Then
'28/05/04
1140:                     Set pInVisPntFirst = pObstruct
1141:                End If
           'Visual Edge
1143:            If pInVisPntFirst.Z > fPoint.Z Then
1144:                             iNVizEdge = iNVizEdge + 1
1145:            End If 
1146:      End If
                    
1148:      pDeltaObst.ConstructDifference pInVisPntFirst, fPoint
...
1154:      Set pObstruct = pClone.Clone
* This program is a result from a collaboration with Simon Y. Putra and Perry Yang. The codes
included are selected from the whole work of about 2800 lines. The current version is v0.25. Further
documentation is available at http://www.urbangis.co.nr.
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1155:      dVisBetaRad = pDeltaObst.Inclination
1156:      dVisBetaRadArr(i) = dVisBetaRad
           'Maximum Beta
1158:      dVisBetaDeg = dVisBetaRadArr(i) * (180 / PI)
                    
1160:      If dVisBetaRadMax < dVisBetaRad Then
1161:             dVisBetaRadMax = dVisBetaRad
1162:      End If
...
'Sky View Factor
1699:      dSegSVF(i) = (1 - Sin(dVisBetaRadArr(i)))
1700:      dTotSVF = dTotSVF + dSegSVF(i)
...
